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single-sample t-test

Use when... 

1 2Use this inferential statistical test when you wish to compare two population means, ì  and ì , and you know one

of the population means but neither population standard deviation (or variance). In psychology you will likely

use the single-sample t-test when you are working with a standardized test or a metric with a well-known mean

(e.g., the average body temperature is understood to be 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit).

Assumptions

• Random sampling

• Sampled observations are independent

1 2     • ó =ó Population standard deviations (or variances) are homogeneous

• Population distributions are normal

• Variable for which means are computed is continuous

o• H  is true

Hypotheses

o 1 2H : ì  = ì

A 1 2H : ì  > ì  

1 2  or  ì  < ì

Sampling Distribution and Critical Values

The t distribution is the sampling distribution

critfrom which t  is determined. The darkened

area in the distribution to the right is the

obs“rejection region.” When t  falls in the

rejection region, the result is “statistically

significant”, which means that the null

crithypothesis is rejected. The t  value is taken

from a table of such values or determined using an online calculator. The shape of the t distribution changes

depending upon the number of people (observations)  in the sampling process. As the sample size grows

larger, the distribution approaches a normal curve. For smaller sample sizes, it is somewhat platykurtic. To

critobtain the correct t  value, the degrees of freedom value is used. For the single-sample t-test, df = n - 1. The

obsp  value cannot be obtained from a table and must be obtained from a computer program.   
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Formulas

Observed statistic:  df = n-1

Standardized effect size:           Cohen’s Conventions: .2 = small, .5 = medium, .8 = large

Confidence Interval (written as:  ? # ì  # ?)      

If width of the interval is approximately equal to s, then the interval is “middling” precision; if

smaller, then “narrow” (precise); if larger, then “wide” (imprecise). Alternatively, you can compare

the width of the interval to the possible scale range and judge as narrow, middling, or wide. 

APA Style

The most effective repellent currently on the market offers a 76.0% protection rate. By comparison

the new repellent was found to provide an 81.9% protection rate (SD = 8.71). The difference

between the two rates, however, was not statistically significant, t(9) = 2.16, p = .06, two-tailed.

Furthermore, although the difference of 5.9 percentage points appeared to be salient, the

standardized difference was small, d = .68. The 95% confidence interval around the estimated

population difference was also imprecise, ranging from -.29 to 12.17 percentage points.


